
 

 

 

Master Class: Montana Madness 
 
Design by Arya Akhavan  
 
For this year’s Master Class stone, Montana Madness by Arya Akhavan was chosen.  I really 
like the design.  Quartz was chosen for the material.  The design was originally written for an RI 
of 1.76 - corundum.  After a few tweeks in Gem Cut Studio, I decided on new angles to try to 
maximize brightness.  Quartz generally does not like to get very bright in the design phase.  It 
loves to window, tilt window, and get extinction in pesky places when one tries to make a 
design brighter.   
 
I chose a piece of rose quartz that turned out to have a crystal twin in the pavilion.  The design 
cuts quite well and progresses in a natural flow utilizing a CAM design that establishes a sharp 
culet.  No surprises along the way.  Establish a nice girdle and transfer. 
 
The crown is different.  It has an enormous table that is established by two different star facets.  
The first, C4 is nothing unusual.  C5 however is small and cuts in quickly.  C3 cuts in quickly as 
well, so be on your toes.  But the fun is when they polish.  I prefer to polish quartz with super 
cerium oxide. It’s radioactive (thorium) and far more aggressive than regular cerium.  The C3 
and C5 facets will move easily with the super cerium to get the meets in tight.   
 
What I like about the design; easy to cut. 
 
What I dislike about the design; the P1 and P2 indices are too close for lower RI’s and should 
be at least two steps apart from the P1 instead of just one.  I did not alter the indices for my 
test cut since competitors cannot either.  I imagine that if cut in corundum (how the design was 
originally written), it would not be an issue. 


